
The Joan Ganz Cooney Center is an independent research and innovation 
lab that focuses on the challenges of educating children in a rapidly chang-
ing media landscape. They conduct original research on emerging education 
technologies and collaborate with educators and media producers to put this 
research into action.

The funky, tech inspired images, the vivid colors and the use of a fun, simple san-
serif all emphasize the mission of the Joan Ganz Cooney Center.

The specific logo is 
not an important as 
the general branding 
of that logo: the digi-
tal dude and the color 
scheme are indica-
tive of the Joan Ganz 
Cooney Center brand and should always be present 
when representing the center. 

The digital-dude to the left and the similar crea-
tures that appear throughout the website com-

municate two main elements of 
The Joan Ganz Cooney Center: 
digital media and children. 

The colors are bright, 
primary colors that 
jump off the page 
and serve 
to identify 
certain kinds 
of content. The 
mostly white 
background 
and brown text 
offsets these 
bright colors. Be-

cause the brown 
is a more subtle 
color than the 
typical 
auto-
matic 
black 
text, 
the 
text allows the 
colors to com-
mand the 
navigation of 

the eye.

FF Din Pro san serif font was designed in 1995 in Germany; Din being an acronym for Deutsche 
Institut für Normung, translated “German Institute of Standardization.”  The website uses both 
Standard FF Din Pro and bolf FF Din Pro. Arial or another default san serif should be used when FF 
Fin Pro is not available.

#0093d0
RGB (0,147,208)
CMYK (78,66,12,1)

#00a9a7
RGB (0,169,167)
CMYK (79,10,39,0)

#f7b807
RGB (241,184,7)
CMYK (93,29,100,0)

#5161ac
RGB (81,97,156)
CMYK (78,66,21)

#d78600
RGB (217,134,0)
CMYK (13,53,100,1)

#ef4035
RGB (239,64,53)
CMYK (0,90,85,0)

#7d6a55
RGB (125,106,85)
CMYK (46,51,65,21)

Whether the image is a 
photograph or a sketch, it 
should show engagement 
with technology and with 
others. The images here 
reflect this engagement; 
all subjects are focused on 
each other and/or the tech-
nology at hand rather than 
posing for the viewer.

Web instructions: 
• Place and tag images 
  in the main carousal for    
  SEO purposes. 

• Resize images to fit content area; width 
  must fit exactly, height may vary.

• Image captions cannot exceed 632px wide;    
  anything wider than this will break the 
  website layout.
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The Logo:
Brown
#7d6a55
RGB (125,106,85)
CMYK (46,51,65,21)

Header&Footer

FF Din Pro
14px
Brown

Search

FF Din Pro
14px
Light Brown 

Navigation
FF Din Pro 
Bold
12px
White 

Section Titles
FF Din Pro, 
Bold
12px
White

Article Titles

FF Din Pro, 
Bold
14px
Brown 

Aticle Text
FF Din Pro
13px
Brown 

The Text:
Lime (#e2e656)
RGB (226,230,86)
CMYK (15,0,80,0)


